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Abstract - In this paper represents the web design frameworks as a conceptual methodology to expend the probabilities reuse 

in Web applications. Firstly I have presented the importance for construction abstract and reusable directional design 

structures, demonstrating with different kinds of Web information Systems. Hibernate Framework Technology as unique and 

well-organized resources to take immeasurable databases and also on how to implement persistent features in object-oriented 

system finished it. It provides a denotation of design patterns and frameworks and discovers the confederation between design 

patterns and Frame works. Java accepts N-tier framework of MVC Model in platform and uses EJB, Struts WEB Framework 

and Hibernate technology. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

A study of the Java language expending the framework of 

abstract generous has been the subject of substantial 

research in the last decade. A main part of the 

enhancement of an avocation application involves the 

creation and supervision of the persistence layer used to 

assemble and retrieve objects from the database of choice. 

Hibernate phases in to fill this crack, provided that an 
easy-to-use and authorised object relational persistence 

Framework for Java applications. And Design patterns to 

identify, name and abstract frequent problems in software 

development and to identify best practice solutions. Tools 

and techniques for testing parallel Java programs are still 

under active research and include dynamic analysis, static 

analysis, model checking, and combinations of these 

techniques. The objective of this paper refer to a practical 

library and practise to model check Java programs for 

endorse simultaneous components without the essential to 

install other more convoluted tackles. The Spring 
Framework provides perfect programming and 

configuration model for new Java-based enterprise 

applications - on any kind of deployment platform. 

 

II. SPRING FRAMEWORK 

ARCHITECTURE 

 
By adopting spring it is simple to create Java enterprise 

applications. It brings anything you need to embrace the 
Java language in an enterprise environment, with support 

for Groovy and Kotlin as alternative languages on the 

JVM, and with the flexibility to create many kinds of  

 

architectures depending on an application’s needs. The 

Spring Framework arrange for about 20 modules which 

can be used based on an application requirement. 
 

 
Fig.1. Spring Architecture. 

 

 

In the spring architecture modules have placed in the top 

down approach. Core, Beans, Context and Expression 

modules are placed in the core container. The elemental 

concept is Bean Factory is it provides a discharge of 
Factory Pattern which creates the bean as per the shape 

given by the developer in XML.  

 

XML developers can assign method-interceptors and 

point cuts to keep the concerns apart it is allowed by the 

Aspect Oriented Programming. The compilation step is 

skipped by arranging it at the run time.it is easier to 

maintain because it targets at declarative transaction 

management. The DAO module provides low level task 

of creating a connection, releasing it etc. It further 
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maintains a ranking of essential barring instead of 

throwing heavy error codes from database vendors. It uses 

AOP manage transactions. Programmatically also 

transactions can be managed. Spring doesn’t provides its 

own ORM application but offers combination with 

famous Object Relational mapping tools like iBATIS 

SQL Maps, Hibernate, Oracle TopLink and JPA etc. The 

JEE module provides support for JMX, JCA, EJB and 

JMS etc. In lots of cases, JCA (Java EE Connection API) 

is much like JDBC, except where JDBC is focused on 

database JCA focus on connecting to legacy systems. 
 

 

III. STRUTS FRAMEWORK 

ARCHITECTURE 

 
Struts framework extends the Java Servlet API and 

engages MVC architecture. It means Model View 

Controller .Model hold JavaBeans, EJB and View hold 
JSP files and Controller hold out by Actions. It gives you 

a chance to create formable web applications based on 

JSP pages, Java Beans and XML. Struts architecture 

shown below 

 

 
Fig.2. Struts framework architecture. 

 

HTTP request issued by the client browser. The request 

will received by the action servlet. The Action particulars 

are contained in the Struts-  config.xml file and   Action 

forms  and Action Mappings and Action Forwards as 

well. First of all the Action Servlet reads the struts-

config.xml file And builds a database composition 

objects. 

 

The Action Servlet makes decision by referring to this 

object while it is processing.it does some tasks When the 

Action Servlet receives the request .gathers all request 

values into a JavaBean class. Decides which action class 

to appeal to process the desire. Approve the data enrolled 

by the user. With the help of the model component the 

action class processes the request. The model process the 

request by interacting with the database. Action class 

returns an Action Forward to the controller after 

completing the request processing. 

 

IV. JSP ARCHITECTURE 
 

Java Server Pages are each of 3-tier architecture. Java 

Server Pages supported by the server. This server will 

mediate between client browser and a database. In MVC 

architecture JSP will works as a View component. To 

provide the runtime environment and other services which 

JSP needs, A JSP container works with the web server. 

The position of JSP container and JSP files in a Web 

application are as shown in the below diagram. 

 
Fig.3 HTTP request to the web server. 

 

Your browser sends an HTTP request to the web server. 

The web server recognizes that the HTTP request and 

forwards it to a JSP engine. This will process by using the 

URL or JSP page which will be ends with .jsp. It converts 

it into servlet content when JSP engine Loades the JSP 

page from disk. JSP engine forwards the original request 

to a servlet engine by compiling the servlet into an 

executable class. A part of the web server called the 

servlet engine loads the Servlet class and executes it. The 

servlet produces an output in HTML format during 
execution. The output is further passed on to the web 

server by the servlet engine inside an HTTP response. In 

terms of static HTML content the web server forwards the 

HTTP response to the browser. Finally, the web browser 

handles the HTML page inside the HTTP response. 

 

V. CHAT APP USING PUSHER & 

STRUTS2 
 

The need for realtime chat can’t be overemphasized. This 

includes realtime communication with your users which 

increases customer satisfaction and, as a result, make your 

business more credible, convenient and reduces wait 
times etc. Pusher is a hosted service that makes it super-
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easy to add realtime data and functionality to web and 

mobile applications. Pusher makes communication and 

collaboration APIs that power apps all over the world 

supported by easy to integrate SDKs for web, mobile, and 

backend. It consists of a chatkit and scalable channels 

with unique cluster, appIDs and Keys. 

1. Requirements 

 Java SDK 

 Eclipse IDE 

 JavaScript (JQuery). 

 Java language and frameworks 

 Maven 

2. Group Chat 
Various steps involve creating a pusher channel, setting 

up a maven project on Eclipse, setting up Struts 2 and 

adding Pusher Java Library. Crafting the chat interface 

using CSS and Jquery, creating an action class with setter 

and getter methods linked to Struts, and Linking the app 

to a common channel using Pusher. 

 

 
 

Fig.4. Group Chat Interface. 

 

VI. INTEGRATING AIML CHATBOT 

WITH CHATAPP 

 
AIML (Artificial Intelligence Markup Language) is an 

XML dialect for creating natural language software 
agents. It contains the basic rules which Natural Language 

Understanding (NLU) unit uses internally. It can be 

thinking of as a heart of the engine. The more rules we 

add in AIML – the more intelligent our Chatbot will be. 

 
                

Fig.5. AIML Chat Bot Implementation. 

 

These AIML files can range from Personality & Inquiries 

to train various sets such as Places, Names and Animals 

and distinguish each one of them by their proper 

pronouns. AIML can be implemented in Java as well as 

it’s frameworks. In my case, I integrated a modification of 

the A.L.I.C.E. (or Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer 
Entity) Bot with my online chatroom to add better 

functionality along with online search and results.  

  

  

VII. CONCLUSIONS 
  

In this review paper that I have presented an original 
abstract interpretation framework, which is generic in 

terms of the source language use means Java 

programming language. Spring and Struts provides the 

help of the user for development, debugging and testing 

the software. Pusher sits as a realtime layer between your 

servers and your clients. Pusher maintains persistent 

connections to the clients - over WebSocket if possible 

and falling back to HTTP-based connectivity. These 

frameworks can be used in tandem with one another to 

create multiple web applications such as enterprise 

websites and Online chatrooms integrated with Chatbots. 
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